The accurate determination of the Mars pole vector derived from Pathfinder and Viking Lander radio data (Folkner et al., 1997), together with the VSOP87
Abstract
The accurate determination of the Mars pole vector derived from Pathfinder and Viking Lander radio data (Folkner et al., 1997) , together with the VSOP87 representation of planetary orbits (Bretagnon and Francou, 1988) , have been applied to a new evaluation of the right ascension of the "fictitious mean sun" by Suran (1997) and Allison (1997 et al., 1989) or the "true local solar time" (e.g. Golombek et al., 1997) . Yet the only generally accessible sources of precise if still provisional definitions of Martian time coordinates appear to be a NASA technical memorandum (Kaplan, 1988 ) and a single short paper in the refereed literature (Allison, 1997) . Roy, 1982; Green, 1985 .)
The position of the DMS along its orbit as measured with respect to the perihelion is just the classical mean anomaly M ---(L -t_), where L is the mean longitude and t_ the longitude of perihelion. As evaluated at a time t after some reference epoch t0, M may be defined as
where tp -to-M(t0)/nanom is the indicated time of perihelion passage for the mean-fitted orbit, with nanom the mean rate of the motion corresponding to the anomalistic period "¢anom = 360°/nanom . 
Since v -M at the instant tp coincident with the perihelion passage, the right ascension of the Fictitious Mean Sun at that point is just the areocentric solar longitude at perihelion. At other times t, or after some interval (t -t0) from the epoch to , 
Then the equation of center as it appears in this expression can be evaluated by its second-order expansion in terms of the true anomaly Taft, 1985) .
, and
And with L s --->L s + k,360°and (t -to) --->k.'Ctrop for the kth orbit post to, 
where _0 denotes the longitude of perihelion evaluated at t = to and n_ -dnt_/dt its time-linear rate of change. This quadratic fit to the long period inequality, as shown by the dashed curve in Fig.2 Mars perturbations in longitude, as evaluated for the short trigonometric series specified by Simon et al. (1994) , the top panel for +10yr, the middle panel for +100yr, and the bottom panel for +1000yr.
The ordinates of each plot are labeled in degrees longitude. The rapidly varying curves correspond to the superposition of seven separate perturbation terms with periods between 1 and 33years plus a long-term inequality associated with the mutual interaction of Mars, Earth, and Jupiter. The long-period (1748yr) variation in longitude is also separately plotted as the apparent smooth curve, with its quadratic fit represented by the dashed curve in the bottom panel. representation could presumably be eliminated by reference to a sufficiently accurate orientation of the adopted mean orbit planes, essentially equivalent to the high-precision definition of the planet's pole vector with respect to the fixed J2000 Earth equinox and ecliptic.)
The new FMS evaluation presented here implies a Mars tropical orbit period _trop = 360°/ntrop = 686.97256 d and by (7) and (8) Davies et al. (1994 Davies et al. ( , 1999 and the indicated value for V m -180°+ _, measured as in Michael (1979) and Folkner et al. (1997) with respect to the planet's equinox, represents a compromise between extreme values in various reports. 
Atj2000
By a numerical evaluation of (9) with the parameters specified in Table  4 
The last term in the brackets multiplying the orbit index n-66 indicates the variation in the average repetition interval for a Mars season L s, as plotted in Table 5 . Then the areocentric solar longitude and equation Table 5 . Primary short-term perturbations for the areocentric solar longitude, represented in the form Ai cos[(360°/365.25)Atj2000/xi + _i], as approximated by a moderate-precision transformation of the associated sine and cosine terms given by Simon etal. (1994) and plotted in Fig.2 . The right-most column identifies the planetary commensurability responsible for each perturbation, in terms of the indicated differences of integral multiples of mean motion rates for Jupiter (_.j), Mars (_'M), Earth (_'E), and Venus (_'v)" 
The given EOT expression is of a similar form to that presented by Yallop and Hohenkerk (1992) for the Earth-Solar ephemeris. Although the apparent redundancy of (19) and (20) can be avoided with an appropriate encoding of substituted variables, the given form for the EOT assures a result in the plus or minus small angle range for any multiple 360°addition/subtraction to L s. For most purposes, however, it is convenient to reset the areocentric longitude to within the 0 -360°range, as for example 
and then converted as desired from fractional hours to minutes (and seconds).
The Mars heliocentric distance and ecliptic longitude are numerically given from eqns. (10) and (11) 
For the most precise calculation of the solar hour-angle, the Julian Date (JD) and the elapsed time htj2000 as defined by (15) 
where T 
Ls error in deg with perturbation corrections
.," " .." ..'.. . ...¢..." .,-._., The lower plot shows the reduced errors including the perturbations for the the 7-term cosine series with the amplitudes, phases, and periods given in Table 3 , for which the maximum difference is 0°.0075.
Lander Solar Timing
According to Colburn et al. (1989) 
The evaluated decimal hour angle for the landers may be converted to hours minutes and seconds, consistent with the spacecraft data records generated for these missions at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (e.g. Golombek, 1997).
Discussion
The new calibration of the Fictitious Mean Sun at Mars presented here, as 
